Church programs are fine, but people grow best—emotionally and spiritually—within
the context of relationships. Bill Mowry’s book The Ways of the Alongsider addresses both
the conversations and the relational context that best facilitate spiritual growth and
change people into the likeness of Jesus Christ.
KEN BAUGH
Founder, the Institute for Discipleship Training, Laguna Niguel, California

A “just do it” approach has pervaded a great deal of Christian teaching on discipleship.
Yet for all of the passionate preaching, many believers quietly struggle with their own
inability to apply Jesus’ teachings to their lives.
Bill Mowry provides the often-omitted vital ingredient: the role of the “alongsider”
and a clear pathway to follow with that individual. Whether you are just beginning your
journey with Jesus or have followed Jesus for decades, this practical guidebook offers
you the opportunity to engage in the life-changing journey as a disciple of Jesus.
TIM DAY
Author of God Enters Stage Left, director of City Movement Canada

We recommend The Ways of the Alongsider for any church that is serious about the
mission of making disciples. Our experience has been exciting. We use these biblical
principles to train those who are willing to invest their lives into making disciples. God
has given us maturing disciples and is growing our church!
RICHARD AND LINDA REITER
Pastors of Vineyard Christian Church

The Ways of the Alongsider has had a profound impact on our church. It has provided a
very simple and practical guide giving the average Christian layperson all the tools they
need to become a disciple-maker. All of our pastors, elders, church staff, and Christian
school faculty have gone through it. It has become a staple of our church.
RICK SOWINSKI
Discipleship coordinator, East Richland Evangelical Friends Church, St. Clairsville, Ohio

The Ways of the Alongsider is an accessible, holistic tool that I have used as a key
resource for developing disciples. While it is grounded in Scripture and reinforces the
foundational truth that discipleship is rooted in our relationship with God, it goes even
further, giving practical skills and ideas for building relationships. I have used it with a

small group and helped pastors take their leadership teams through it, and it will be a
key step in my church’s new pathway for discipleship.
JEN HOWAT
Pastor of assimilation, discipleship, and spiritual formation, First Presbyterian Church of Edmond, Oklahoma

God is using The Ways of the Alongsider in transforming our church culture. It has
changed how I view disciplemaking. The change is not only with me; people who never
thought they could disciple someone are actually equipped to do it with this book.
DAN HARRISON
Senior pastor, Springbrook Community Church

It’s amazing how we in the church can take such simple and organic ideas and
complicate them. The beauty of The Ways of the Alongsider is that it reminds us of the
simplicity of the concept of coming alongside people, loving them, encouraging them,
and helping them grow in Christ. It is a great reminder that this is not a calling for the
select few but rather is something we all can do. Going through this book together as a
Young Life staff was a huge blessing.
RANDY NICKEL
Regional developer, Young Life, Scotland

My journey toward discipleship has been filled with ups and downs. Bill Mowry’s The
Ways of the Alongsider has become my reliable walking stick along this journey. Being an
alongsider is a special meal among close friends gathered around a table. The fellowship
is the relationship. The meal is the Word of God. And The Ways of the Alongsider is the
serving platter. It has opened my eyes to the joys of the discipleship journey with my
close friends around the Word of God.
THE REV. DR. SCOTT M. NESS
Associate pastor, St. John’s Lutheran Church, Grove City, Ohio

The Ways of the Alongsider is a key resource for our church as we develop a discipleship
culture. What makes it so unique and useful is that it focuses on equipping the reader
with the essential skills and tools needed to make other disciples intentionally. The
Ways of the Alongsider is our church’s cornerstone resource for raising up competent
disciplemakers.
DR. RICK BREUSCH
Senior pastor, Karl Road Baptist Church, Columbus, Ohio

Making disciples is not meant to be complicated. This resource reminds me that
disciplemaking simply involves coming alongside other people, wherever they are in
their spiritual journeys, and helping them become more like Christ. The Ways of the
Alongsider both inspires and provides the necessary tools for being effective in making
disciples. This is my “disciplemaking go-to” resource to help pastors and laypeople.
STEVE SMITH
Associate pastor, Linworth Baptist Church, Columbus, Ohio

The Ways of the Alongsider is an integral part of our process for growing intentional
disciplemaking cultures. This workbook brings together key skills for life-on-life
disciplemaking. It combines vision, intentionality, and means with Scripture to help
you equip, self-evaluate, and motivate yourself to make disciples. When practiced in
community and accountability, these time-tested concepts are life changing, helping
you to practice very naturally the ways of God and the early church in fulfilling the
Great Commission.
ROY AND MARGARET FITZWATER
National directors of Navigator Church Ministries

The Ways of the Alongsider is foundational to our church-wide mentoring initiative. The
material is excellent at providing a mechanism for men to develop connections, share
in discipleship, and learn how they can reproduce and impact the lives of those around
them. We love how it drives men into the Bible to form convictions. We are grateful to
Bill Mowry and The Navigators for making this powerful tool available.
DEREK J. CHURCHILL
Guywire Ministry and men’s ministry leader, North River Community Church, Pembroke, Massachusetts

What’s the most important paradigm shift the American church needs to make in the
twenty-first century? Mobilizing ordinary Christians to walk alongside the spiritually
curious around them in their faith journey toward Christ. How? Put into practice
The Ways of the Alongsider, a simple guide providing ten practical lessons on how to
make disciples as Jesus did. Once our ministry discovered this gem of a resource, we
unapologetically started recommending it to literally everyone we meet. Kudos to Bill
and The Navigators for this groundbreaking work!
MARY SCHALLER
President of Q Place and coauthor of The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Adventure
I was twenty-two years oldwhen I began an adventure that changed my life. What
was the adventure? I volunteered for the Great Commission, a commission found in
some of Jesus’ last words in Matthew’s Gospel: “Go and make disciples of all nations”
(Matthew 28:19). I made a commitment to partner with God to make disciples, and
I’ve never looked back.
This adventure has taken me to people and places that I never imagined connecting with. My faith has been stretched by helping people from every walk of life learn
to follow Christ. There’s a deep satisfaction that comes from relationally investing in
people. In this adventure, I’ve formed lifelong friends of all ages and nationalities.
When we choose to recruit people to be Jesus’ disciples, our lives will never be the
same. That’s why I wrote this book.
Whether you are a seasoned disciplemaker, are someone just getting started, or are
still exploring what the Great Commission is all about, this book can apply to you.
Much is written about the curriculum and content of discipleship, but relatively few
writers tell us how to make disciples in relational ways. For too long, we’ve assumed
that disciplemaking is a complicated process best left to the ministry professional. My
passion is to uncomplicate the Great Commission so that more Christ followers can
serve God in this adventure.
The goal of this book is to describe some “ways”—patterns of life and ministry—to
help people make disciples who also make disciples. I’m drawing from over forty years
of experience in discipling people in a variety of life contexts. You won’t find a r eady-to-
use curriculum or a one-size-fits-all approach. Instead, you will discover relational principles applicable to your life’s diverse set of relationships. I want you to finish this book
and say, “By faith, I can do this. God can use me to make disciples!”
I’m trusting God to raise up an ever-growing movement of alongsiders who are living the Great Commission right where they live, work, play, or worship. These along
siders are committed to relational strategies—making disciples one conversation and
one relationship at a time. Welcome to the adventure of the alongsider.
Bill Mowry
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HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM THIS STUDY
1. The Ways of the Alongsider is more than a book to read.
The Ways of the Alongsider is a book to experience, not to explore. If you intend only to
read it for information or inspiration, you will be disappointed. This book is designed as
something to do, not something to read. There is no surer way for a life to be transformed
than by application. You will be asked at the end of each chapter to record a specific
application on the Alongsider Action Page. Don’t miss this assignment! If you only read
this book without practicing its principles, you will miss out on God’s transformative
experience.
2. The Ways of the Alongsider is done with friends.
The Ways of the Alongsider is designed for small-group or one-to-one discipling relationships. It can be a curriculum for a classroom, but it must be applied in different ways.
First, people attending the class should have a desire to help others grow. Not everyone
will be ready for the alongsider message. Second, the power of the material is found in
the application and accountability that takes place in small groups. Break up the class
into threes or fours to encourage transparency, application, and accountability. Model
the power of relational ministry in how you structure the class. Finally, the profit of the
book is in its completion. Structure the classroom so that people come prepared with the
assignments completed.
3. The Ways of the Alongsider starts with a telescopic view.
If we were to stand back and look at the landscape of this book through a telescope,
what would we see? What is the big picture? The big picture of the alongsider ministry
is found in the analogy of weather forecasting. Weather forecasters know that to predict the weather—rain, snow, sunshine—certain conditions must be present. When
cold fronts intersect with warm fronts, weather happens. However, there’s no guarantee
that snow or rain will occur. Certain conditions create possibility but do not guarantee
probability.
Spiritual change is like this. God wonderfully mixes certain elements together to
create a climate for change. These elements are not a guarantee, but they encourage the
possibility for change. For people to begin to live the ways of the alongsider, a few key
xiii
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conditions should be present. Now is the time for the telescopic view. All of the book
can be summarized in these simple elements: a bull’s-eye, relationships (R), discussion
and discovery of the Bible (2D), and application, accountability, and affirmation (3A).
•

•

•

Bull’s-eye. The New Testament’s portrait of a disciple
becomes the target you aim for in making disciples.
R. The R stands for relationships. A relationship
Relationship
with God and a relationship with those whom we
with God and others
disciple provide the appropriate context for the
disciplemaking process.
2D. There is always an open Bible between
an alongsider and the person he or she
is discipling. Around this open Bible,
discovery and discussion (2D) take
place.
3A. 3A describes application,
Application, Accountability,
Discovery and Discussion
and Affirmation
around the Bible
accountability, and affirmation. The
Ways of the Alongsider is an application
journey. Accountable relationships encourage follow-through. Affirmation gives an
“attaboy!” that encourages people to keep going.

R

3A

•

2D

When you incorporate these elements into the alongsider experience, you increase the
probability for change. In each chapter, look for an R + 2D + 3A symbol. This identifies a critical tool or skill needed as you come alongside others in life-to-life ways. Each
chapter will begin with this graphic, with the focus of that chapter emphasized in the
graphic. In cases where a chapter has the interplay of all these elements in view, the
whole graphic is emphasized.
4. The Ways of the Alongsider comes with a toolbox.
There is no one tool that can fix everything. In discipling others, we need a variety of
tools to practically help people follow Christ. At the end of each chapter is a tool relevant to one of the ways of an alongsider. I would encourage you to have every person
in your group try out one of these tools, completing the assignment so that the tool
becomes a useful resource.
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FOUNDATIONS

chapter one

THE WAY OF THE AMATEUR
Alongsiders Do It from Love
Jesus aimed to start a movement which would reach the whole world. He had three
years in which to do it. And He deliberately devoted Himself to twelve men. . . .
It occurred to me that such a strategy could not be improved upon.
R i c h a r d H a lv e r s o n , f o r m e r c h a p l a i n t o t h e U . S . S e n at e

R
Relationship
with God and others

2D

3A
Application, Accountability,
and Affirmation

Discovery and Discussion
around the Bible

A new neighbor moved inacross the street from Jack and Mary. It didn’t take long before
Jack walked across the street to meet the newcomer, Matt. Through several conversations,
Jack discovered that Matt was a widower and was dealing with cancer. In a natural way, Jack
shared his faith in Christ with Matt. But he did more. He and Mary decided to serve
Matt—Mary would take over meals, and Jack would do home repairs. They invited Matt
to their neighborhood Bible study and then to church. Matt came once to both events.
“Why didn’t he come back?” I asked.
“I think he didn’t come back because he was self-conscious about his frequent
coughing spells,” Jack said.
There’s a happy ending to this story. Before he passed away from cancer, Matt
trusted Christ.
1
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Matt wasn’t a project to Jack and Mary. They didn’t love him just because they had
recently attended a witnessing seminar. They didn’t invite him to church just because
it was “friendship Sunday.” Nor did Jack start a faith conversation just because he
was a pastor. In fact, Jack had been a meat-cutter all his life, and Mary worked in the
school cafeteria. They reached out to Matt because they believed that’s what Jesus’ disciples do. Disciples walk across the street, befriend a neighbor, serve him or her, and
start faith conversations.
How do I know all of these details? Jack and Mary are my parents, and their real
names are Bill and Daisy. Here’s another surprise: They were in their midseventies when
this happened! In the daily life of a mobile home park, my parents’ lives and faith won a
neighbor’s heart. They demonstrated a simple, relational ministry strategy: Walk across
the street, befriend a neighbor, start a faith conversation, and watch God do the rest.
You could call my parents ministry amateurs.
Imagine the impact if we had scores of men and women like my parents—people
committed to doing the Great Commission one conversation and one relationship at
a time. We don’t need larger buildings, costly programs, or more church staff to bring
people to Christ. We just need to disciple and release people to love others right where
they live, work, or play.
God Is Looking for Ministry Amateurs
God is looking for ministry amateurs. This should be an encouragement to anyone
wanting to participate in the Great Commission. The word amateur comes from the
Latin word meaning “lover.” Amateurs are not people who necessarily lack skill or training; amateurs can often be highly skilled. They do what they do not for pay but out of
the sheer love and joy of it.
The apostles could be labeled the first ministry amateurs. When Jewish boys reached
their midteens, the best and the brightest were recruited by the local rabbi for advanced
study. For those who didn’t qualify, apprenticeship in a vocation was the next step. Out
of the twelve men that Jesus chose, not one was trained to be a rabbi. All were involved
in secular pursuits. Jesus immersed the Twelve in the Old Testament, but He had something bigger in mind. His goal was to train Kingdom activists.
These religious amateurs (the apostles) eventually created a stir. When the ministry
professionals of their day (rulers, elders, scribes) observed their boldness and confidence, they were amazed because “they were uneducated, common men . . . and they
recognized that they had been with Jesus” (Acts 4:13, esv). The word that is translated
2
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“uneducated” means that they were laymen with no special professional qualifications or
technical education in the Law.1
The early church was a movement of amateurs. Church historian Michael Green
writes, “‘The great mission of Christianity [in converting the Roman Empire] was in
reality accomplished by means of informal missionaries.’ . . . They did it naturally, enthusiastically, and with the conviction of those who are not paid to say that sort of thing.”2
God wants to use ministry amateurs, everyday people who have a heart to serve God.
A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words
My friend Pastor Ron was in the middle of a teaching session on disciplemaking when
a participant in the class raised his hand and made this statement: “Pastor, I can never
make disciples because I can’t do what you do. If disciplemaking means teaching a class,
I guess I’m disqualified. I don’t have the gift of teaching!”
Ron then probed the class: “How many of you feel that you have the gift of teaching
and could do what I’m doing?” A few meekly raised their hands.
“Now,” Ron said, “how many of you could come alongside someone to befriend
them, read the Bible, ask some questions, tell some stories, and encourage application?
How many could do this?”
Nearly all the hands went up! When Ron changed the picture of disciplemaking
from a formal teacher to someone who came alongside to help, people could see themselves engaged in making disciples.
Author Warren Wiersbe writes, “No Christian rises higher than the beauty and quality of the pictures that hang in the gallery of his or her mind.”3 What we picture in our
imaginations can impact our behavior. Too often, we’re like the people in Ron’s class. In
our minds we have certain pictures of disciplemaking that we can’t rise above. We think,
I could never make disciples because I’m not a teacher. Another picture is a complex image
of standards and qualifications. One popular disciplemaking book lists thirty topics to
cover when discipling someone. These thirty qualities are not in my life! we say to ourselves. How can I ever make a disciple? What would happen if we changed this picture?
What if we hung a picture of an alongsider in our minds?
Jesus does something wonderful. He invites us, in our weakness and inexperience, to
be His helpers in the Great Commission. He recruits ministry amateurs to come alongside friends to model behaviors—how to love God, build friendships, read the Bible,
tell stories, ask q uestions—and encourage application. We can call these amateurs along
siders. Are you ready to hang this picture in the gallery of your mind?
3
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1. Describe your current picture of disciplemaking. Feel free to be creative and
combine words with sketches.

2. Here’s a description of an alongsider. Underline the words or phrases that stand out
to you.
When we minister as alongsiders, we earn the right to intentionally become involved in
people’s lives. Alongsiders partner with the Holy Spirit, helping others wholeheartedly
follow Jesus in all of life. We purposefully do this in simple, life-to-life ways: loving one
another, reading the Bible, telling stories, asking questions, encouraging application, and
living on mission.

Alongsiders Use the Language of the Holy Spirit
The ministry of the alongsider is derived from the Greek concept of paraclesis, meaning
“a calling to one’s side,” “an active helper, or counselor.”4 The Holy Spirit is the ultimate
alongsider, a Helper who is with us forever (John 14:16, 26). We become channels
through which the Holy Spirit comes alongside of others to encourage, comfort, and
exhort. In Romans 16:1-14, the apostle Paul identifies about thirty people who were
ministering within the Roman church. These friends included a new convert, professional tentmakers, a woman of wealth, and people who opened their homes to ministry.
In many and diverse ways, these men and women came alongside of others, partnering
with Paul in his gospel and church-planting ministry.
Alongsiders use a different language (paraclesis) than the formal language of teaching
(didasko) and preaching (kerugma). Author Eugene Peterson notes the difference by describing how preaching is typically directed toward the will, while teaching is directed to the
mind. The ministry of paraclesis complements these two. “[Paraclesis] introduces a quieter,
more conversational tone, something on the order of, ‘I’m here at your side, let’s talk this
over, let’s consider how we can get in on everything that God is doing.’”5
When alongsiders practice the language of paraclesis, we help move men and women
from understanding Scripture to applying its truths to life. Peterson describes this process of truth to life in this way: “Paracletic language is the language of the Holy Spirit,
a language of relationship and intimacy, a way of speaking and listening that gets the
4
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words of Jesus inside us.”6 We can practice this paracletic ministry as alongsiders, people
who walk in the Spirit and disciple others in life-to-life ways.
Living as an Alongsider Means Changing the “How”
When I put my trust in Christ as a sophomore in college, I knew I should do three
things: read the Bible, pray, and see Ed.
Ed was the guy who lived across the hall from me in my freshman dorm. After we
first met, I discovered that he was a Christian. Even though I initially resisted Ed’s
“religious talk,” we became best friends. His persistent witness drew me to the Savior.
I knew that if I had questions about my new faith, I could trust Ed to be my guide.
When I told Ed about my faith commitment, he did something simple: He invited
me to read the Bible with him in the dormitory study lounge. This began a habit of
praying together, reading the Scriptures, debating our interpretations, and sharing our
applications. This was life-to-life discipleship—two friends meeting over an open Bible,
sharing their lives together, and helping one another follow Jesus.
I soon discovered that Ed was practicing a New Testament pattern. When the Lord
invited His disciples to “be with him” (Mark 3:14), it meant joining the Lord in His
life. Together, they went to social events and on walking expeditions. They enjoyed faith
conversations, and shared in the joys and sorrows of ministry. Jesus was an alongsider,
intentionally ministering life to life with this select few.
My friend Ed entered into my God-story and imprinted me with a love for God.
How did Ed disciple me? He did more than recruit me to a video series or a course.
He demonstrated the how of the alongsider, a how where a life in Christ is passed on
from one person to another through a relationship. In life-to-life ministry, relationships
become the highway for spiritual transformation. I’m eternally grateful that Ed was an
alongsider, taking time to live life to life with me.
3. The apostle Paul practiced a relational approach to ministry. Even though his
mission as an apostle typically meant launching a church and then moving on,
he demonstrated a relational approach to ministry. From his example in the
Thessalonian church, what can you observe about his relational approach?
•

1 Thessalonians 2:7

5
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•

1 Thessalonians 2:8

•

1 Thessalonians 2:11-12

4. What do you think it meant for Paul to be like a mother or a father to this new
group of believers?

5. Describe Paul’s intentionality in growing the faith of these new believers.

Living as an Alongsider Means Changing the “When”
We have unintentionally created a gap in the Christian life. We rightly emphasize
evangelism, encouraging personal conversion to Christ. The promise of conversion is
a life lived in eternity. However, we can sometimes exclude the gap between conversion
and eternity, life lived in the middle. This life in the middle happens between Sunday
church services, where we live, work, study, and play. Alongsiders know that discipleship
is about what happens in the middle.
The apostle Paul understood how life is lived in the middle when he exhorted the
Philippians to live without blemish “in the midst of a crooked and twisted generation.”
Right in the middle of work, neighborhood, and family, we’re to live “as lights in the
world” (Philippians 2:15, esv). The test of a disciple’s life is not found in a worship service
or a retreat but in the middle of a crooked generation. We come alongside people in this
middle of life, the when of everyday routines and relationships where God is at work.
Living as an Alongsider Means Changing the “Where”
The alongsider ministry takes down some traditional pictures of where spiritual growth
happens. For starters, we take down our pictures of the classroom, study, or church
6
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sanctuary. These still have a place, but they’re not as prominent for alongsiders. We now
hang some new ones, pictures like a living room, a workplace, or a bleacher seat. Instead
of the formality of a classroom, all of life becomes a place for learning. Instead of being
the teacher, placed above students, alongsiders see themselves as companions on the
journey, purposefully coming alongside people to follow Christ together. To do this we
must hang a new picture of where discipleship happens.
Here’s one way to illustrate the differences between traditional approaches to dis
cipling and the alongsider’s approach.
Traditional Approaches

The Way of the Alongsider

classroom

small group and one-to-one

content and curriculum

character and practice

one-way (teacher to pupil)

two-way (discovery and discussion)

complete the course or curriculum

live and practice life

teach through a lecture

teach people to study for themselves

tell someone how

show someone how

information

encourage transformation

scheduled program

lifestyle to live

6. Consider the picture of disciplemaking you formulated on page 4. Would you now
change anything about your picture? In the space below, combine some words or
sketches of this change.

Living as an Alongsider Means Changing the “What”
Living as an alongsider is highly relational but not haphazard. Like the apostle Paul, we
want to intentionally “present everyone mature in Christ” (Colossians 1:28, esv). What
we do is very purposeful and intentional. We are friends with an agenda!
One way to bring intentionality to the alongsider process is to apply VIM: vision,
intentionality, and means. Vision is the motivation and desired end. Intentionality represents a purposeful approach. Means describes tools and resources to help. Dallas Willard
7
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says that these three elements are “the general pattern for personal transformation” and
the path for spiritual change and maturity.7
•
•
•

Vision: Do I have a picture, or vision, for discipleship?
Intentionality: Do I want to become more Christlike?
Means: Do I have the tools, practical helps, and training for spiritual maturity?

All three work in concert. If I have vision and intentionality without means, my intentions may be good, but they bear few results. If I have intentionality and means without
vision, I can major on methods without heart. All three are indispensable to the process.
VIM is what we apply in coming alongside others.
Keep the VIM principle in mind as you come alongside people in their discipleship
journeys. VIM will challenge you to ask such questions as What is your vision for discipleship? How are you intentionally encouraging spiritual growth? What practical tools or
resources can be a means to build a life of discipleship? Sprinkled throughout the book are
some VIM examples.
Assessing My Current Life as an Alongsider
The following assessment evaluates your ability and commitment to disciple people
through the ways of the alongsider. Each statement is a belief or behavior about
disciplemaking. Rate each statement on a scale of one to five. “One” indicates a low
practice or belief. “Five” indicates a strong belief or regular practice of a behavior. Total
your scores at the end.
____ 1. I believe that effective disciplemaking flows from a healthy walk with God.
____ 2. I take time to learn a person’s background and hear his or her faith story.
____ 3. I believe that a friendship with a person is as important as the right curriculum.
____ 4. I seek to participate in common hobbies and social events with people I’m
discipling.
____ 5. I often have discipleship goals in mind when we meet together.
____ 6. I look for others in the body of Christ who can contribute to people through
their unique set of gifts and experiences.
8
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____ 7. In disciplemaking, I invite people I’m coming alongside of to join a small group
for maximum spiritual growth.
____ 8. I spend one-on-one time with people to show them how to practically follow
Christ.
____ 9. I come alongside and help people meditate and apply the Scriptures.
____10. I have a clear picture of a New Testament disciple.
____11. I set the example in transparency and vulnerability with people I disciple.
____12. I make every effort to model a life of discipleship.
____13. I do not depend on my abilities or techniques but, through prayer, intentionally
trust God to change people.
____14. I take time to visit the home or workplace of people I’m coming alongside to
disciple.
____15. I seek to set an example of discipling others.
____ TOTAL
15–35 I’m a beginner at being an alongsider.
36–55 I’m growing at being an alongsider.
56–75 I’m a skilled practitioner at being an alongsider.
7. What did you discover about your strengths as an alongsider?

8. What did you discover about some areas of growth for yourself as an alongsider?
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9. Over the next few weeks, what would you like to strengthen in your ministry of
being an alongsider?

10. Over the next few weeks, what area of need would you like to turn into a strength?

Living as an Alongsider Means Taking Action
Describe a highlight from this first chapter. What was a new insight? An affirmation of
what you already believed or practiced? A particular challenge? Write out the insight,
affirmation, or challenge in a simple sentence:
How could you apply this truth to your life in the coming week? Imagine yourself living
out this truth in the next twenty-four hours (or another time frame) of your life’s routine. What specific action might you take? List a specific action.
Turn to the Alongsider Action Page (page 119) and record your insight and action step.

A LO N G S I D E R TO O L B OX

Personal Application Is a Key to a Changed Life
Jesus did not sugarcoat His message: “Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not
do what I say?” (Luke 6:46). Obedience is the mark of a Christ follower (John 14:21)
and secures God’s blessing (James 1:22-25). Our vision as an alongsider is to be an obedient disciple. We come with good intentions. However, what is a means to live out a life
of obedience? Personal application is one means to grow in obedience.
An application is a simple, practical, and personal action step I take in response to
God’s Word. It is marked by three qualities:
1. Passage. Application starts with an open Bible. We ask the Spirit of God to teach
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us as we read and meditate on His Word. We ask Him to connect His Word to
our lives and our hearts. Identifying a key truth from a passage is the launching
pad for application.
2. Personal. Application starts with our hearts. We bring open hearts before God,
asking Him to speak to our hearts through His Word. I will ask myself this heart
question: “How is the Bible speaking to my values, passions, life assumptions, or
motivation?”
3. Practical. Application is a practical action step, something we do. Many times
it is a step to take in the next twenty-four hours. Applications are not usually a
lifetime commitment but an immediate and personal response to the Holy Spirit.
Our imaginations can be the canvas for application. Here’s how the process works. The
Lord touches our hearts with a passage by highlighting a faulty life assumption, a misplaced value, a word of encouragement, or a challenge to obedience. We then begin to
imagine living out this passage within the next twenty-four hours.
Here’s an example: “The Lord spoke to me on prayer from Philippians 4:6-7. I need
to pray rather than worry.” Picture yourself acting on this insight. In the next twenty-
f our hours, how could you pray instead of worry? Imagine how your life’s routine in the
next day would change if you resolved to pray. You could ask yourself, When is a good
time to pray tomorrow? Think about your anxious circumstances. How could they influence what you pray about? Once you settle on an action step, write it down, and then
live it out. You’ve now created a simple memory that will linger with Philippians 4:6-7.
Applications build spiritual memories—mental photographs of our obedience to our
Lord.
Throughout The Ways of the Alongsider, you will be asked to make an application.
Each application becomes a personal memory of practical obedience to our Lord. Your
Alongsider Action Page will be a record of these memories, a testimony to how God
changes life in little ways.
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